
Delegation:

Team Name:

First Name: Last Name: Date of Birth
Athlete or Unified 

Partner Defense* Rushing*
Game 

Awareness* Throwing* Catching* Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

*Please refer to information on next page for skill levels for each assessment area. Total score for all athletes 0
The minimum roster size is 6, maximum roster size is 16. Please Fill in # of Players   --->
Calculation based on all athletes and Unified partners. Average amongst all players #DIV/0!

(will automatically be calculated)
Comments:

(please fill out one registration form for each team)

UNIFIED FLAG FOOTBALL
 Registration



Player Evaluation descriptions of each skill

  
A. Defense   (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 
The athlete is unable to follow the opposing player he/she is guarding (1) 
The athlete knows where to go on defense or who to guard but is limited in stopping an opposing player (2) 
The athlete pulls the flag from the offensive player if he/she is near them (3) 
The athlete runs after the offensive player to grab the flag on most plays (4) 
The athlete frequently stops the offensive player or will defend/intercept a pass (5) 

B. Rushing                                                                                                                  (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 
The athlete needs direction on when and where to run (1) 
The athlete knows where to run but doesn’t avoid the defense (2) 
The athlete avoids the defense occasionally (3) 
The athlete avoids the defense frequently (4) 
The athlete gains significant yardage on a majority of the handoffs he/she receives (5) 
C. Game Awareness                                                                                            (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 
The athlete needs frequent coaching on what to do on both offense and defense (1) 
The athlete exhibits an understanding of the basic game situations (2) 
The athlete has a fair knowledge of offensive and defensive plays but still requires coaching (3) 
The athlete has a clear understanding of offensive and defensive plays (requires little coaching) (4) 
The athlete has a clear understanding of not only their role in the game, but of their teammates’ roles as well and is able to use that knowledge to direct play on the field. (5) 
D.  Throwing                                                                                                    (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 
The athlete has difficulty throwing the ball (1) 
The athlete can throw 5-10 yards (2) 
The athlete can throw 10-20 yards with limited accuracy  (3) 
The athlete can throw 10-20 yards with accuracy (4) 
The athlete can throw 20+ yards with limited accuracy (5) 
The athlete can throw 20+ yards with accuracy (6) 
E.  Catching                                                                                                                (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 
The athlete has difficulty catching most thrown balls (1) 
The athlete is able to catch balls thrown directly to him/her (2) 
The athlete is able to catch some balls not thrown directly on target (3) 
The athlete is able to regularly catch balls thrown off target  (4) 
 
 



Delegation:

Team Name:

Opponent* Date Score

       Stronger Equal Weaker New Team

Flag Football Teams Division

(Please underline or bold) Yes No

(Please underline or bold) Higher Lower

Head Coach Date

8.  If this team competed at state last year, do you feel they were divisioned appropriately?

If No, should they have been higher or lower?

Information Submitted by:

7.  If your delegation is bringing more than one team to the tournament, please rank your teams in order of
        their strength and indicate which division (1 - 5 with 1 being the strongest division) you feel they should play:

6.  Any additional team information about your team's ability level.

2.  If you brought this team to state last year, is your team (please underline or bold) :

3.  If this team came to last year's competition, what was their name last year (i.e. Wild Angels Silver)?

4.  Are you missing any key players?  If so, please explain:

5.  Do any athletes or Unified Partners have football experience?  Please explain how many and at what level.

Our Team
Winner of Game Stronger/Equal/Weaker

Our team/Opponent than opponent

1. Competitions or scrimmages:  Please list results for any games or scimmages against another team.

Team Information Page
(please fill out by team)

UNIFIED FLAG FOOTBALL


